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This 1 minute animation first shows 1 ball and then 99 balls, where
1     = 1 election outcome

Using our forecast model, we compute 20,000 equally likely election outcomes for what might happen on 
election day in Georgia. The Plinko board below lets you experience the uncertainty in these outcomes.

A. Single quantile dotplot B. Dual quantile dotplots C. Dual histogram intervals

D. Plinko quantile dotplot E. The webpage of a state forecast 

Fig. 1: The four election forecast visualizations in our longitudinal study: A. Single quantile dotplot (1-Dotplot), B. Dual quantile
dotplots (2-Dotplot), C. Dual histogram intervals (2-Interval), and D. Plinko quantile dotplot (Plinko). In the 2022 U.S. midterm
elections, we frequently updated this website to include the newest forecasts. Here all four visualizations show the forecast for
Georgia on Oct. 27, 2022, which predicted a 73% probability of the Republican candidate Brian P. Kemp winning the governorship.

Abstract—We conducted a longitudinal study during the 2022 U.S. midterm elections, investigating the real-world impacts of un-
certainty visualizations. Using our forecast model of the governor elections in 33 states, we created a website and deployed four
uncertainty visualizations for the election forecasts: single quantile dotplot (1-Dotplot), dual quantile dotplots (2-Dotplot), dual his-
togram intervals (2-Interval), and Plinko quantile dotplot (Plinko), an animated design with a physical and probabilistic analogy. Our
online experiment ran from Oct. 18, 2022, to Nov. 23, 2022, involving 1,327 participants from 15 states. We use Bayesian multilevel
modeling and post-stratification to produce demographically-representative estimates of people’s emotions, trust in forecasts, and
political participation intention. We find that election forecast visualizations can heighten emotions, increase trust, and slightly affect
people’s intentions to participate in elections. 2-Interval shows the strongest effects across all measures; 1-Dotplot increases trust the
most after elections. Both visualizations create emotional and trust gaps between different partisan identities, especially when a Re-
publican candidate is predicted to win. Our qualitative analysis uncovers the complex political and social contexts of election forecast
visualizations, showcasing that visualizations may provoke polarization. This intriguing interplay between visualization types, partisan-
ship, and trust exemplifies the fundamental challenge of disentangling visualization from its context, underscoring a need for deeper
investigation into the real-world impacts of visualizations. Our preprint and supplements are available at https://doi.org/osf.io/ajq8f.

Index Terms—Uncertainty visualization, Probabilistic forecasts, Elections, Emotions, Trust, Political participation, Longitudinal study

1 INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic election forecasts, exemplified by FiveThirtyEight’s [1]
and The Economist’s [5] U.S. election models, provide dynamic esti-
mates of uncertainty in electoral outcomes over time. These forecasts
are typically presented using uncertainty visualizations, called elec-
tion forecast visualizations. They are increasingly gaining public atten-
tion and media coverage, especially in high-profile elections, which
are marked by negative campaigning, polarization, and misinforma-
tion. Residing in such an environment, election forecast visualizations
may influence the general public’s perception of elections and partici-
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pation in the democratic process [86], making it crucial to understand
their real-world impacts and consider the consequences of any design
choices that could potentially alter election outcomes.

To this end, we capitalized on the opportunity of the 2022 U.S.
November midterm elections1 and conducted a longitudinal study in-
vestigating the effects of election forecast visualizations on emotions,
trust in forecasts, and intention to participate in elections—all of which
are potentially far-reaching impacts on the general public. We started
with existing uncertainty visualizations (e.g., [31, 53, 76]) and a series
of preliminary studies to inform the longitudinal study (Sec. 2). We
then constructed our forecast model, built a forecasting website for the
gubernatorial (governor) elections (Sec. 3), and deployed four election

1Brief background knowledge: the U.S. elections are dominated by the two-
party system of Democrats and Republicans; midterm elections are held
halfway through a president’s four-year term and elect members of Congress
and governors in various states; election day is the last day on which voters
may cast a ballot. Supplements provide a glossary of election terms.
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forecast visualizations (see Fig. 1). Our online experiment collected
survey responses via Prolific, running from Oct. 18, 2022 to Nov. 23,
2022, involving 1,327 participants from 15 states in the U.S. (Sec. 4).
As a result, this longitudinal study contributes:

Demographically-balanced quantitative results of the impacts of
the four forecast visualizations on people’s emotions, trust in fore-
casts, and intentions for political participation (Sec. 5);
Qualitative results elaborating why the general public does and
does not trust an election forecast visualization and how they per-
ceive forecasters’ motivation (Sec. 6).

As a preview, we find that election forecast visualizations can in-
tensify emotions, enhance trust in forecasts, and slightly increase in-
tentions to participate in elections. The four visualizations show sub-
stantial differences: 2-Interval has the strongest impacts across nearly
all measures, 1-Dotplot has the largest increase in trust after elections,
and both exaggerate the differences between different partisan identi-
ties, depending on which of the two parties are predicted to win. Our
experiment does not directly intervene in voting decisions. However,
emotions can drive voter actions in elections [49,81], and trust in fore-
casts can affect how people utilize the uncertainty information [41,75],
both hinting at the potential to change voter behavior and alter the
election outcomes. Therefore, we refrain from making specific recom-
mendations. Our findings suggest that while the uncertainty visualiza-
tion literature has produced valuable recommendations for effective
visual displays, those recommendations may not account for the com-
plex social factors embedded in highly-charged political contexts with
real-world implications. This necessitates further research, particularly
ecologically valid studies, before we (as a field) can make confident
design recommendations to the broader public.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Related work
Studies on election forecast visualizations exist at the intersection of
multiple fields, including uncertainty visualization, political commu-
nication, and journalism. Here we provide a summary, using icons to
indicate the political landscape covered in each study or survey.
Uncertainty visualization Extant literature has developed various
forms of uncertainty visualizations, such as summary plots (e.g., er-
ror bars [26, 53]), distributional plots (e.g., density plots [46, 53], fan
charts [76]), discretized representations (e.g., quantile dotplot [31,56],
icon arrays [88]), and animations (e.g., [42, 48, 92]). These forms
were assessed in tasks like improving probability perception (e.g., [56,
88]), trust in health care communication [75], transportation decision-
making [31], and hurricane evacuation [65, 75]. Usually, frequency
representations (e.g., a quantile dotplot) perform at least as well as
probability representations (e.g., a density plot) [31, 53]. Per election
forecast visualizations, data journalists have employed various forms
(e.g., [1 , 4 ]), but research in this area remains scarce [35 ].
Political communication Election forecasts and political polls are
closely related. The former accentuates prediction uncertainty and is
often based on polls, and the latter is extensively studied in political
science. Election forecasts can confuse the general public and demobi-
lize voters [86 ], while polls can shape both public opinion and pol-
icy [77 ], influence voter perception and behavior [21 , 74 ], and
affect voter turnout [15 , 17 ], usually through perceptions of elec-
toral competitiveness and the importance of a vote (pivotality) [23 ,
37 , 39 ]. Also, there are other voter turnout theories like social
pressure [38 ], civic duty [19 ], bandwagon [18 ] and underdog
effects [17 ]. Partisan-motivated reasoning can be an important fac-
tor that affects the interpretation of polls, as people tend to reject polls
that conflict with their pre-existing political beliefs [60 , 67 ].
Journalism The media coverage of elections is sometimes referred
to as a “horse race” due to its focus on who is ahead in the race [17 ].
The media may be incentivized to forecast elections for reputation and
payoff [69] and to under- or over-report uncertainty for diverse rea-
sons [47, 68]. Recently, election and COVID-19 forecasts informed
predictive journalism [29 , 87 ], focusing on conveying uncertain
predictions, closely related to uncertainty visualization [35 , 87 ].

Emotion is an important driver of political behavior [32 , 51 ,
81 ,85 ]. Negative emotions like anger may spur actions requiring
time and money (e.g., voting and donating), anxiety may drive less-
costly actions like talking or information seeking, and positive emo-
tions like enthusiasm reinforce existing behaviors [81 ]. Emotion is
closely related to partisan identity and strength [40 ] and may have
contributed to the polarization in the U.S. [51 ]. It is recognized as a
design objective for communicative visualizations [63] and related to
uncertainty tolerance, which can affect individuals’ decision-making
and well-being [41].
Trust Election forecasts can be a product of science, media, or poli-
tics. Thus, trust in election forecasts should be categorized as institu-
tional trust, which is the perception that social institutions adequately
perform their roles [20 , 73 ], likely related to ideology and parti-
sanship [71 , 73 ]. Studies on trust in media and machine learning
suggest that trust affects how people respond to the information be-
ing presented and their actions, such as consuming news [15 ] or
following a prediction [90]. Here, an emerging topic is trust calibra-
tion [28, 90], which corrects undertrust and overtrust, especially after
seeing an error. This is closely related to people losing trust in election
forecasts due to prior failures in presidential forecasts.

2.2 Qualitative formative studies
To help delineate the problem and design space, we conduct three pre-
liminary studies and report the key takeaways here. Readers can find a
document detailing these studies in supplements.
Viewer survey Using a U.S. demographically-balanced sample (315
participants) provided by Prolific, we gathered responses from 146
participants (134 voted before) who visited election forecast websites
with a graphic representation (e.g., FiveThirtyEight) in the 2016 and
2020 U.S. presidential elections. The survey data informs us that:

Election forecast visualizations may impact affective responses.
Participants recall that election forecasts invoked negative emo-
tions (79, 59%) but could increase positive emotions (35, 26%).
Election forecast visualizations may affect voter intentions. A
small portion believes that election forecasts affect whether
(79, <1%) and for whom (9, <1%) they vote, but over half of them
(84, 63%) think election forecasts affect others’ voting decisions.

Design space We examined the design space to explore visualization
possibilities, prototyped over 40 visualizations (see supplements), se-
lected ten representatives, and conducted a qualitative interview study.
Viewer interview In the qualitative interview study, we used a think-
aloud protocol with 13 participants from the viewer survey above. The
results of this study suggest that we should:

Design salient but concise instructions or annotations [80]. Partici-
pants (12, 92%) mistakenly connect concrete visual representations
(e.g., a dot) to real-world entities: a vote, a district, a poll, etc.
Consider showing two distributions, which may better convey un-
certainty. Participants (12, 92%) use visual cues like magnitude,
distance, angle, shape, height, color, and numerosity, for reason-
ing [53]. Showing two distributions can be perceived as equal prob-
abilities if the magnitude is the primary cue.
Discard the most complex designs but keep some complexity. Par-
ticipants (13, 100%) are averse to complexity and prefer simplicity,
which also creates an illusion of certainty.

3 FORECAST WEBSITE OF THE 2022 GOVERNOR ELECTIONS

We target governor elections in the 2022 U.S. midterm cycle. In con-
gressional elections (i.e., the Senate or House), people usually con-
sider it as one election and care about which party eventually has the
majority of seats and controls it. Governor elections are a microcosm
of a presidential election, but different states are usually independent
of each other, allowing us to collect responses for various scenarios,
such as different levels of uncertainty, concordant (when the actual
winner matches the expected outcome) and discordant (when the ex-
pected winner is “wrong”) cases. We choose to build our own website
to have control over the study and visualization designs.



3.1 Forecast model
As the basis of this work, we adopt a Bayesian approach to forecasting
the governor elections. Our approach is a modification of the Bayesian
approach used for forecasting presidential elections [45, 64] but ac-
counts for the specifics of 2022 and governor elections. It can be
considered a Bayesian meta-analysis of polling results [79] that esti-
mates the vote share between the Democratic and Republican parties
in each state on each day. We use the polls collected and maintained by
FiveThirtyEight [8] and assume no major third-party challenges [45].

We model each poll 𝑖 as a Binomial sampling process, where the
number of respondents indicating their support for the Democratic
party is denoted by 𝑁DEM𝑖 with 𝑁𝑖 being the total number of respon-
dents supporting either party:

𝑁DEM𝑖 ∼ Binomial(𝑞𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖)
logit(𝑞𝑖) ∼ 𝜃state𝑖 ,day𝑖

+ 𝜐pollster𝑖 + 𝜐method𝑖 + 𝜐population𝑖
+ 𝜁state𝑖 + 𝜉poll𝑖

The most important term is 𝜃state𝑖 ,day𝑖 , representing the underlying
support for the Democratic party in state𝑖 on day𝑖 . The other terms
represent different sources of bias: pollster effects 𝜐pollster, polling
method effects 𝜐method, polling population effects 𝜐population, state-
level error 𝜁 , and measurement error 𝜉.

In presidential election forecasting, a model is usually assigned a
Bayesian reverse random-walk prior [45, 64]. Given the dynamics of
2022 in the U.S. (e.g., Roe v. Wade overturned), we think a forward
model is more suitable:

𝜃 ·,day𝑖 = 𝜃 ·,day𝑖−1 + 𝜖 ·,day𝑖
where 𝜖 is day-to-day noise shared across states. The election out-
comes are given by the predictions of the last day J (election day),
and we transform them back to the linear space to get the vote share 𝜇
for the Democratic party 𝜇DEM = logit-1 (𝜃 ·,J), as well as for the Re-
publican party 𝜇REP = 1 − 𝜇DEM . The priors of 𝜃 are previous election
results, and other priors follow Heidemanns et al.’s 2020 U.S. presiden-
tial forecast [45]. Though our model cannot predict a state that does
not have any polls, a number of polls are conducted in swing states,
which have uncertain outcomes and are of most interest.

Because more polls are released as election day approaches, we up-
date the forecast model throughout the experiment (see Sec. 3.4) and
generate 20,000 posterior draws in each update. Each draw represents
a possible election outcome. We release the R and Stan code as well as
model outputs in a GitHub repository and add a link to the website; all
can be found in supplements along with model alternatives.

3.2 Forecast performance
Pre-election For validity and ethical considerations, we must present
reasonable forecasts and avoid creating misinformation. We compare
our forecasts to FiveThirtyEight’s on multiple days and provide an ex-
ample comparison of the final forecasts on Nov. 8, 2022 (election day)
in Fig. 2. Our forecasts agree with FiveThirtyEight’s on the winners
of all states except Arizona and Nevada, and the 80% predictive inter-
vals are similar. The slight differences result in different probabilities,
allowing us to be perceived as an independent forecasting website.
Post-election We also assess the forecast performance after election
day with the intention to understand how it affects trust in forecasts.
First, we consider the expected winners, and our final forecasts cor-
rectly predict 32 winners out of 33 states, except Nevada.2 We then cal-
culate the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), a much-used
scoring metric for probabilistic forecasts [91], defined as the distance
between the CDF of forecast distribution and the step function of the
outcome (0 = best, 1 = worst). We utilize the implementation of the R
package scoringutils [52] and find that various approaches (e.g., differ-
ent numbers of posterior draws) lead to similar scores. Thus, we use
all 20,000 draws for scoring and obtain scores in the range of .005
to .071, with a median of .01 (e.g., Oregon) and a mean of .02 (e.g.,
Maryland), aligning with Fig. 2 and detailed in supplements.

2FiveThirtyEight correctly predicts winners in 35 of 36 states, except Arizona.

Black indicates the 15 states where the longitudinal study was conducted.
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Fig. 2: The performance of our forecasts. We show 80% predictive
intervals of vote share here, as FiveThirtyEight publicizes only means,
10% and 90% quantile points. Our forecasts are similar to FiveThir-
tyEight’s in most states. According to The Associated Press’s calls by
Nov. 16, 2022 (see supplements), Nevada is the only state where our
forecast does not match the election outcome (i.e., being “wrong”).

3.3 Forecast visualizations
Guided by our preliminary studies (see Sec. 2.2), we decide on four un-
certainty visualizations that are representatives of our prototypes with-
out being overly intricate or potentially misleading. We strike a bal-
ance between showing one and two distributions, and select one con-
tinuous encoding and one animated design. These four visualizations
cover three primary design dimensions: dimensionality, visual encod-
ing, and animation. Each visualization conveys two quantities of our
probabilistic forecasts: first, the predicted distribution(s) of two-party
vote share, and second, the probability of a candidate (party) winning
(or losing), which is a tail probability of the vote share distribution.
Single quantile dotplot (1-Dotplot, Fig. 1A) is a discrete outcome
adaption of a probability density function [56]. It can reduce vari-
ance [56] and bias [53] in probabilistic estimates and improve every-
day decision quality [31] or duration estimate [59]. FiveThirtyEight
also uses a similar beeswarm plot to convey their forecasts for the 2020
U.S. general [1] and 2022 midterm [2] elections. To convey two-party
vote share in one dotplot, the left half of 𝑥-axis shows the prediction of
the Democratic party winning (𝜇DEM > 50%), and the right half shows
the prediction of the Republican party winning (𝜇REP > 50%). Informed
by our preliminary studies (see Sec. 2.2), we annotate three concepts:
The meaning of a dot; for example, 1 = 1 election outcome, addressing
the confusion that a dot may represent other real-world entities, like a
district. Hovering over a dot also triggers a tooltip that explains the
vote shares of that predicted outcome.
The probability of winning in frequencies [27]; for example, “out of
100 possible election outcomes, Kemp wins 73”, which also leads to us-
ing 100 dots/posterior draws in a dotplot.
The most likely outcome and its interpretation, designed to illustrate
the meaning of the height of a pile. For example, “...in 14 election out-
comes, Kemp gets 51% to 52% of the vote.”
Dual quantile dotplots (2-Dotplot, Fig. 1B) adapt a quantile dotplot
to show two distributions simultaneously. We align the baseline of the
two dotplots, and use half dots when the distributions overlap, which
addresses the space constraint and the occlusion issue [3]. The annota-

https://osf.io/ajq8f/?view_only=8b601cb6908444689f6200038a57a12b


tions are the same as 1-Dotplot, except that they describe both parties
as well as the probabilities of winning and losing. For example,
“1 = 1 election outcome for Abrams, 1 = 1 election outcome for Kemp.”
“out of 100 possible election outcomes, Abrams wins 27, Kemp wins 73.”
“...in 14 election outcomes, Kemp gets 51% to 52% of the vote.”
“...in 7 election outcomes, Abrams gets 51% to 52% of the vote.”
Dual histogram intervals (2-Interval, Fig. 1C) also display two distri-
butions. They extend conventional interval representations [31,53,78],
bin outcomes, and use illumination to encode probability density.
They can be considered flattened histograms or discretized gradient
plots [26, 46]. The Economist’s 2021 German election forecasts also
use a similar representation [4]. In our design, the annotations describe
95% prediction intervals and their interpretation. For example,
“...in 95% of these election outcomes, Abrams gets 43% to 53.7% of the
vote, Kemp gets 46.3% to 57% of the vote.”
Hovering over a bar also triggers a tooltip that explains the probability
of the outcomes represented by that bar.
Plinko quantile dotplot (Plinko, Fig. 1D) is an animated visualiza-
tion, which we designed to approximate the data-generating process
with a physical analogy. Plinko is a popular pricing game featured on
the long-running American game show “The Price is Right” [12]. The
game is based on the Galton Board invented in 1889 [34], a device to
demonstrate the central limit theorem.

We employ the game as a physical and probabilistic analogy. The
core concept is to approximate the Normal(𝜇, 𝜎2) distribution ( ) of
predicted vote share using a Binomial distribution ( ) with a shifted
mean. The Binomial distribution is resembled by a series of Bernoulli
distributions, and each Bernoulli distribution is represented by a ball
bounce on a peg. This design concept is further depicted as follows.

48 50 52 54%
Normal(�, �2)

Bernoulli(0.5)

Binomial(n, 0.5)

0.52n ≈ �2

Each bounce has an equal chance of going left
or right: a Bernoulli(𝑞) distribution with 𝑞 = 0.5.

A sequence of 𝑛 bounces then simulates a
Binomial(𝑛, 𝑞) distribution, where 𝑞 = 0.5 and
𝑛 depends on the forecast distribution.

To derive 𝑛, we let the variance of the Binomial
distribution match that of the Normal distribution
(i.e., 𝑞(1 − 𝑞)𝑛 = 𝜎2). This subsequently deter-
mines the height of the Plinko board. Intuitively,
if a ball bounces through more rows of pegs (a
larger 𝑛), its final location is more uncertain; thus,
the more uncertain the forecast is, the taller the
Plinko board is (e.g., Figs. 3D vs. 4B).

Because the mean of the Binomial distribution
(𝑞𝑛 = 0.5𝑛) only matches the mean of the Nor-
mal distribution when 𝜇 = 50%, we shift it by
0.5𝑛 − 𝜇. As a result, the mean and variance of
the ball piles roughly match 𝜇 and 𝜎2, and the
animation reflects a physical process generating
roughly the same (quantile) forecast distribution.

We derive the ball trajectories from the possible combinations of
the Bernoulli distributions, and include visual effects like acceleration,
deceleration, and bouncing to reflect the physical analogy best. We fix
the animation duration to be about 1 minute. In addition to the meaning
of a ball, we annotate the key design concepts and animate them in
dropping the first ball (see Fig. 1D and the videos in supplements):
“Balls are dropped at the location that represents the most likely election
outcome. Each ball has many possible paths. Some are more or less likely
than others. These paths roughly match the uncertainty in our forecast.
The taller the Plinko board is, the more uncertain the election outcome is.”

Lastly, we considered text representations. However, prior studies
suggest that text representations may introduce larger variance [56],
stronger bias [89], and worsen decision quality [31] compared to
visual representations, and text presents much less information. In
our preliminary studies, we also found that text elicited different
mental models about election outcomes compared to any visual
representations. Thus, we eliminate text representations for the ethical
consideration that viewers should receive similar information, leaving
further exploration to future work.

Post-election modifications (Fig. 3) To know how people adjust
their trust in forecasts after elections, we update the visualizations to
include election results and invite participants to return (see Sec. 4.3).
We add the election results (actual vote shares) as one of the displayed
outcomes. In 1-Dotplot and 2-Dotplot (Figs. 3AB), we use to indi-
cate the actual vote shares and use when they are in a bin alone.
In Plinko, we also change the coloring of the election outcome ball in
the animation for comparability (see Fig. 3D). In 2-Interval, we anno-
tate the election results onto the intervals (Fig. 3C). Additionally, we
fade out the previous annotations to reduce visual clutter and add an
explanation for the election result. For example,
“ = the actual result (added after election day).”
“Abrams got 46.2% of the vote and lost, Kemp got 53.8% of the vote
and won.”

3.4 Forecast website
We design our website with the intention of appealing to the general
public and resembling a professionally-produced forecast website. To
achieve this, we also obtain design feedback from an election forecast
visualization designer and ensure the website is colorblind-inclusive.

When visiting the website, a visitor lands on a page featuring a tile
grid U.S. map at the top (Fig. 4A). We choose this design for its sim-
plicity and frequent use by U.S. media outlets for navigating state-level
information (e.g., [13]). We include minimal information in this map
to reduce the influence on our study of visualizations while being re-
alistic. We color-code each tile by the predicted margins (alternatively
by election winners after knowing the results). Below the map, we
include the following sections: “When will this website be updated?”,
“How do we forecast the elections?”, “What data is recorded?”, “About
us”, and “Sharing this site”.

A visitor can click on a tile to enter the state forecast page (Fig. 4B).
The top of the page depicts the two candidates’ names. One of the four
forecast visualizations is displayed as the topline (Figs. 1E and 4B),
followed by a button to unfold survey questions (Fig. 4C). The page
also displays “Polls used in the model”, “How other days look in the
model” (line graphs of vote share and the probabilities of winning over
time, Fig. 4B), and the options to “Explore other states”.

The website was updated roughly every other day beginning on
Sept. 25, 2022 to include the newest polls and forecasts, and strictly
every weekday from Oct. 17, 2022 to Nov. 8, 2022 (election day). A
week later, it was updated with post-election modifications, includ-
ing a headline to indicate the sources of election results. For example,
“According to The Associated Press (AP), 99% of the votes are reported.
Abrams got 46.2% of the two-party vote, Kemp got 53.8% of the two-
party vote, and Kemp won Georgia’s governorship.” All the updates and
pages are responsive to different screen sizes, optimized for desktop-
s/laptops, and tested in Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. The visualization
is randomly assigned on the first visit, and stored in the browser’s local
storage. The website is hosted at https://forecasts.cs.northwestern.com.3

4 LONGITUDINAL EXPERIMENT

Using the website, we conduct a three-wave online longitudinal exper-
iment during the 2022 U.S. midterm elections.

4.1 Measures
Informed by related work (Sec. 2.1) and our preliminary studies
(Sec. 2.2), we focus on three measures: emotions, trust in forecasts,
and intention for political participation. We opt for self-reported mea-
sures, as they are commonly employed in political science (e.g.,
[73, 84]), easy to complete in a short amount of time, and minimally
intrusive to the user experience of a forecasting website.
Emotion We select 10 emotion items from the Positive and Negative
Affect Schedule (PANAS-X) [84]: angry, attentive, ashamed, confi-
dent, happy, nervous, relaxed, sad, surprised, and tired. They represent
10 emotion subscales: hostility, attentiveness, guilt, self-assurance,
joviality, fear, serenity, sadness, surprise, and fatigue, respectively.

3As of the publication date, the website has been moved to https://forecasts.cs
.northwestern.com/2022-governors-elections.
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Fig. 3: Post-election modifications to the visualizations. (A) 1-Dotplot, (B) 2-Dotplot, and (D) Plinko use (but when the election result
is in a bin alone); Plinko starts with and changes to when the ball falls into a bin. (C) 2-Interval uses . The state here is New Mexico.

These 10 emotion items are most relevant to the election context, as
seen in the literature and our preliminary studies (see Sec. 2.2). Each
item is rated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from not at all (1) to
extremely (7). In practice, they are presented in randomized order and
grouped into two groups of five (see Fig. 4C). They are later combined
into positive, negative, and surprised emotions in our analysis.

Trust in forecasts We adopt the human-computer trust measure [66]
to account for political [16, 73] and media [62] trust, and use two
scales: cognitive and affective trust [66, 70]. Cognitive trust is the be-
lief about the trustee’s ability, measured by five items in randomized
order: accuracy, fairness, reliability, trustworthiness, and understand-
ability. Affective trust is the emotional bond, measured by faith and
personal attachment. Each item is rated on a 7-point Likert scale from
1 to 7 (e.g., “This forecast is inaccurate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 accurate”) and
later combined into the two trust scales. We also collect a free-text
explanation for trust.

Participation intention Political participation is associated with
multiple activities [82]. We evaluate two costly activities: voting and
campaign contributions (e.g., “...does this forecast make you more or
less likely to vote...?” and “...does this forecast make you more or less
likely to contribute money or time...?”). We also elicit people’s percep-
tions of party peers’ intentions. These result in four questions, each
rated on a 7-point Likert scale from less likely (1) to more likely (7).
After election day, we adjust the wording to refer to participating in fu-
ture elections. We collect a short free-text explanation for the ratings.

Demographics We record age, sex, education, race, and residential
state in order to use post-stratification [25, 57] and approximate a rep-
resentative sample over these characteristics (see Sec. 5.1 below). We
elicit partisan leaning using a multiple-choice question (e.g., “Gener-
ally speaking, when it comes to political parties in the United States,
how would you best describe yourself? A strong Democrat...”) [44].

Other questions We ask the following open-ended questions to gain
deep understandings: “What is your first impression of this forecast?”,
“What do you think the forecasters’ intention is?”, and “Is there any-
thing you find confusing?”. We also collect ideology, media trust, trust
in the electoral process, trust in democracy, etc. The question wording
and secondary analysis for these are provided in supplements.

4.2 Participant recruitment
Among all the states with a governor election that our forecast model
could predict (e.g., those with available polling data), we choose
15 states with uncertain elections (see Fig. 2). Most of them are
known as swing (or battleground) states and without major third-party
challengers: Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Maine, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin. This selection intends to assess
how the general public experiences uncertainty, especially when fore-
casts do or do not match the actual outcomes (i.e., being “wrong”). As
it is impossible to conduct a full pilot (i.e., until elections end) before
deciding on the sample size nor to control it precisely (i.e., dropout),
we decide to start by requesting 100 participants from each state.

We recruit participants from Prolific.co, and use Prolific APIs to
screen them based on their profiles reported to Prolific, restricting res-
idential states to the 15 states specified above. In states with large
populations (e.g., Texas), we request 30 Democratic-affiliated, 30
Republican-affiliated, and 40 Independent participants to match the
U.S. partisanship split [10]. In states with small populations (Maine,
Nebraska, Nevada, and New Mexico), we remove the partisan con-
straint due to the limited number of available participants on Prolific.
We follow Prolific’s guideline on conducting longitudinal studies [6]
and request participants who have at least 15 approvals.

Those profiles are not always reliable (e.g., participants may have
moved to another state). We later filter out participants who do not live
in the states of interest using the demographic information collected
and constrain to desktop/laptop users.

4.3 Experimental design and procedure
Our goal is to measure the impacts of election forecast visualizations
over time. We use a three-wave panel design and invite participants
to return, as summarized in Fig. 5. Both pre- and post-election stages
are of interest: the former gauges the effects when the forecasts are
predicting the future in an ecologically validated environment, while
the latter is essential for trust calibration once the election results are
known [90]. To reduce priming and carryover effects and shorten ex-
periment time, we collect demographics in the first wave, allowing us
to screen participants and obtain “baselines” for emotions and trust.
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We run the model and update this website every weekday until Tuesday, November 8, 2022 (election day). Roughly a 
week after election day, we will update this website again to compare the final forecasts to the election outcomes.

Our forecast is inspired by previous models for forecasting presidential elections 1,2. The model assumes each state 
has day-to-day changes that vary a set of factors: polls, pollsters, polling methods, and voter types. It starts with the 
last election outcomes and moves forwards to predict vote share between the two major parties. We use polling data 
from Fivethirtyeight.com and convert it to two-party vote share. Our code and model outputs are available on Github.

Frequently Asked Questions

When will this website be updated? 

How do we forecast the elections?

2022 Governor Election Forecasts

Welcome. This site provides our best guess of the outcomes of the 2022 governor elections in the U.S. Our forecast 
model predicts which of the two major party candidates is going to win in each state.

Click on a state to see the forecast!

forecasts.cs.northwestern.edu forecasts.cs.northwestern.edu/SC

B. The state pageA. Landing page C. Survey questions on the state page

expand

scroll down

line graph

Fig. 4: Our forecasting website has (A) one main page with a U.S. grid map on the top. A visitor can click on a state to enter (B) the state
forecast page. The visitor views the state forecast and (C) answers the survey questions.



Wave 1

Wave 2

Wave 3

whose Prolific profile satisfied state and party affiliation constraints
1,327 participants, 1,327 responses, 1,293 eligible responses
collected emotion and cognitive trust

who provided eligible responses in wave 1
1,020 participants, 1,059 responses, 1,020 eligible responses
collected emotion, cognitive and affective trust, intention, free-text  

who participated in wave 2
884 participants, 905 responses, 884 eligible responses
collected emotion, cognitive and affective trust, intention, free-text

Oct. 18

Oct. 27
Oct. 29

Nov. 08

Nov. 16

Nov. 23

Election day

Qualtrics survey

Forecast website

Forecast website

Cut off at 5PM EST as voting sites start to close at 6PM.

One visualization

The same visualization
At 9PM EST, The Associated Press called the governor race in Arizona.Nov. 14

Demographics

Fig. 5: The design of the three-wave longitudinal study, running
from Oct. 18, 2022 to Nov. 23, 2022.

Wave 1 was a Qualtrics survey which collected residential state, par-
tisanship, 10 emotion items, cognitive trust in election forecasts, de-
mographics, and more. Affective trust and political participation inten-
tion concerned a specific forecast, and thus were measured in later
waves. We started on Oct. 18, 2022, removed the partisanship con-
straint for the states with less than 100 responses on Oct. 27, 2022, and
cut off on Oct. 29, 2022, when most states had no new responses. In
total, we collected 1,327 responses from 1,327 participants; 1,293 re-
sponses/participants came from the 15 states specified above and were
eligible for the next wave.

Wave 2 invited back all eligible participants from wave 1, directed
them to our forecasting website, and assigned them to one of the fore-
cast visualizations. We stored the assignments in the browsers’ local
storage and on the server to impose the same visualization during later
visits and waves. We explicitly instructed participants that, to receive
payment, they must click on their residential state in the U.S. map
(see Fig. 4A), view the governor forecast, and submit the survey on that
page. We also informed participants that they were welcome to explore
the website and visit it later. We started on Oct. 27, 2022 and cut off at
5PM EST, Nov. 8, 2022 (election day), because voting sites began clos-
ing at 6PM and elections would be called soon. In total, we collected
1,059 responses from 1,020 participants; 1,020 responses/participants
were eligible for the next wave.

Wave 3 invited back all eligible participants from wave 2, directed
them to our forecasting website, and showed them the post-election
updates using the same visualization in wave 2. Due to delayed vote
counting in Arizona, The Associated Press called the winner at 9PM
EST, Nov. 14, 2022. Constrained by this, we started on Nov. 16, 2022
and cut off on Nov. 23, 2022, as the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday was ap-
proaching. In total, we collected 905 responses from 884 participants;
884 responses/participants were eligible.

Summary This study was approved by our IRB office. Each wave
had a separate consent and paid each participant $1.50, $2, and $2,
respectively. The median and 95% coverage of response completion
time were 4.83 [2.23, 16.50], 4.84 [1.92, 14.61], and 3.67 [1.42, 11.62]
minutes, respectively; Plinko usually took 1 minute longer. In wave 1,
1,121 participants (87%) reported that they registered to vote, 49 were
undecided, and 123 responded “No” or others. In wave 3, 680 partici-
pants (77%) reported that they voted in the 2022 midterm elections, 184
responded “No”, and 20 responded “Prefer not to say” or others. State
breakdowns are available in supplements.

Pilot Before each wave, we recruited participants from Iowa, Michi-
gan, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Vermont to test the web-
site, fine-tune the instructions, and estimate the attrition rate. We re-
leased small batches, invited participants to return in a few days, and
observed that 60% to 100% of the participants would come back. Us-
ing consistent recruitment titles, pre-informing participants about the
following waves, and reminding them via Prolific’s message system
largely improved the rate. In total, we had 115, 73, and 65 pilot partic-
ipants for the three waves. The pilot data were used in pre-registration
to decide the quantitative analysis models.

5 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

5.1 Pre-registered analyses
Modeling To estimate the interaction effects and to post-stratify data,
we analyze the pilot data and decide on Bayesian multivariate multi-
level ordinal regression. We choose a multivariate structure because
each measure consists of multiple correlated items, and we choose
ordinal regression for analyzing Likert format data, following prac-
tices in visualization [78] and psychology [22]. We estimate a separate
model for emotions (10 items), cognitive trust (5 items), affective trust
(2 items), and political participation intention (4 items), sharing the
same pre-registered formula and priors, as we do not have separate hy-
potheses for each. Briefly, our models estimate the following effects:
(1) interactions among visualizations, waves, candidates’ probabilities
of winning, partisanship, predicted winner, forecast correctness, and
forecast performance (CRPS); (2) days from election day to incorpo-
rate the changes over time; (3) state, age, sex, education, and race each
as random intercepts to allow post-stratification; and (4) participants
as correlated random intercepts. The data, code, and model alterna-
tives are available in supplements.
Post-stratification is a statistical technique to improve the accuracy
and representativeness of survey data. It weights the estimates for
each respondent by the estimated prevalence of different demographic
and geographic groups [61] and is often used with multilevel model-
ing [36,57]. We use post-stratification to generate a demographically-
balanced representative sample for the 15 states (though this is an
approximation). Following Kastellec et al. [54,55], we use the 5% Pub-
lic Use Microdata Sample (PUMAS) from the U.S. 2020 Census (via
tidycensus [83]) to compute the cross-tab percentages for all combina-
tions of age (18 or older, voting age), sex, education, and race in each
state, and calculate the weighted mean of each posterior draw in ac-
cordance with the random effects of these demographics. As such, our
results are the average effects on the 15 states. The exception is that
in wave 3, we separate the 14 states where the forecasts correctly pre-
dicted the election winners, from Nevada, the one and only discordant
state, which likely drives the effects of a “wrong” forecast.
Composite measures Following guidelines on analyzing Likert for-
mat data [22, 43], we combine posterior draws of different items to
get composite measures and check Cronbach’s 𝛼 for internal consis-
tency [24]. Analyzing individual items can be useful, but we combine
them for result interpretability and legibility. We average confident,
happy, relaxed, and attentive to generate positive emotions (𝛼: .80 [.78,
.81]). We average angry, sad, nervous, ashamed, and tired to get nega-
tive emotions (𝛼: .87 [.86, .88]), leaving surprised a separate scale. Simi-
larly, we average accuracy, fairness, reliability, trustworthiness, and un-
derstandability to generate a cognitive trust scale (𝛼: .91 [.90, .92]), and
average faith and personal attachment to get an affective trust scale (𝛼:
.85 [.84, .87]). For participation intention, we pre-registered three com-
binations, but our later qualitative analysis suggests that voting and
contributing to campaigns are two different activities, perceived differ-
ently. Thus, we report each item, acknowledging the reliability issue.

5.2 Results
In retrospect, the estimated effects are small for several model terms.
Thus, we report the estimates of an average forecast (average uncer-
tainty and median performance). We report Oct. 29 (10 days before
election day), Nov. 8 (election day), and Nov. 18 (10 days from elec-
tion day) as the representatives of three waves. We weight the over-
all estimates to roughly match the partisan leaning4 in these 15 states
and to balance Democrats and Republicans (40% Democrats, 40%
Republicans, 20% Independents) [11]. We first present the overall ef-
fects of election forecast visualizations over time and then break them
down by visualization types and partisanship, showing medians and
95% credible intervals (CIs; Bayesian analogy to confidence intervals).
No overlap with zero for the CIs after subtraction indicates substantial
effects. Additional details are available in supplements, such as the
results of Independents.
4Partisan leaning is different from party affiliation. Prolific provides the latter.
However, partisan leaning seems to show stronger effects in our pilot data.

https://osf.io/ajq8f/?view_only=8b601cb6908444689f6200038a57a12b
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The differences are reported as median [95% CI].

In this overview, we observe the following: 1 when a Democratic can-
didate is predicted to win (i.e., the expected winner), seeing forecast
visualizations can decrease people’s negative emotions by -0.30 [-0.45,
-0.15] Likert points, increase positive emotions by 0.35 [0.19, 0.51], make
people feel more surprised by 0.74 [0.44, 1.02], and 3 improve cogni-
tive trust by 0.50 [0.38, 0.62]. 2 After elections, a correct forecast can
decrease negative emotions by -0.28 [-0.39, -0.16], increase positive emo-
tions by 0.49 [0.37, 0.62], make people feel less surprised by -0.46 [-0.70,
-0.22], and 4 increase both cognitive (0.82 [0.74, 0.92]) and affective (0.44
[0.26, 0.64]) trust. Also, after elections, people think that 5 they and
their peers are slightly more likely to contribute to campaigns (e.g.,
0.18 [0.026, 0.37]). The effects are similar when a Republican candidate
is predicted to win, but we see 6 almost no change in negative emo-
tions, smaller increases in surprised emotions (0.32 [-0.01, 0.63]), but 8

larger increases in cognitive trust (0.82 [0.68, 0.96] cf. 3 ).
In sum, election forecast visualizations can . . . . . . . .change. . . . . . . . . . . .people’s

. . . . . . . . . .emotions and . . . . . . . . . .increase . . . . . .their. . . . . .trust. . .in. . . . . . . . . . .forecasts; after elections, people
also change their emotions, trust, and slightly their intentions to par-
ticipate in future elections. These changes are much larger than those
caused by time alone (e.g., 7 between Oct. 29 and Nov. 8).

We dive into Nov. 8, 2022 (0 in our model) for a deeper investigation.

Visualization effects
We observe the following: 2-Interval generally shows the strongest ef-
fects, especially when a Republican candidate is predicted to win. It in-
creases negative emotions (e.g., 11 0.28 [0.039, 0.50] Likert points more
than Plinko), cognitive and affective trust (e.g., 15 0.29 [0.12, 0.48] and
17 0.55 [0.062, 1.07] more than Plinko), voting intention (e.g., 19 0.78

[0.31, 1.30] more than 1-Dotplot), perceived peers’ voting intention (e.g.,
20 0.66 [0.14, 1.07] more than 1-Dotplot), intention for campaign contri-
bution (e.g., 22 0.35 [0.059, 0.68] more than Plinko), and perceived peers’
intention for campaign contribution (e.g., 23 0.32 [0.00, 0.66] more than
Plinko), but 2-Interval results in the least surprised emotions (e.g., 14

-0.36 [-0.81, 0.08] less than Plinko). 1-Dotplot makes people feel 12 the
most surprised when a Democratic candidate is predicted to win, but
the least surprised when a Republican candidate is predicted to win; it
also gains people’s affective trust (e.g., 16 0.58 [0.010, 1.09] more than
Plinko), but is perceived as the least likely to increase voting inten-
tion (e.g., 18 -0.73 [-1.21, -0.23] less than 2-Dotplot). 1-Dotplot also in-
creases cognitive trust the most in wave 3 (see supplements). Plinko
makes people feel the most positive (e.g., 9 0.31 [0.051, 0.54] more than
2-Dotplot), the least negative when a Republican candidate is predicted
to win (e.g., 10 -0.28 [-0.50, -0.039] less than 2-Dotplot). In sum, the dif-
ferences in visualizations are . . . . . .small . . . .but. . . . . . . . . . . . . .substantial, and . . . . .they. . . . . . . . . .interact
. . . . .with. . . .the. . . . . . . . .effects . . .of . . . . . . .which. . . . . . .party. . .is . . . . . . . . . . .predicted. . .to . . . . .win.

Partisan effects
Republicans 26 feel more positively and 34 35 trust the forecasts more
when their candidate is predicted to win, compared to how Democrats
feel when a Democratic candidate is predicted to win. That said, Re-
publicans’ cognitive trust is affected by which party is predicted to
win. Democrats 30 feel more negatively about the opposite party pre-
dicted to win than Republicans do. 31 Both Democrats and Republi-
cans feel more surprised when a Democratic candidate is predicted
to win than when a Republican candidate is predicted to win. In sum,
both Democrats and Republicans are . . . . . . . .biased . . . . . .when. . . .the. . . . . . . . . .forecast. . . . . . . . . .predicts
.a. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Republican. . . . . . . . . . . .candidate . .is. . . . . . . .going . .to. . . . .win, but in different ways.

Interactions between visualization and partisanship
1-Dotplot creates large differences between the two parties in 24 posi-
tive emotions, 27 negative emotions, and 32 cognitive trust. 2-Interval
shows similar effects and makes Republicans think 36 their peers
are more likely to vote for their party winning than what it does to
Democrats. 2-Dotplot appears to mitigate these partisan differences in
25 positive and 28 negative emotions, and 33 cognitive trust.

https://osf.io/ajq8f/?view_only=8b601cb6908444689f6200038a57a12b


The effects of a “wrong” forecast in Nevada
Average partisan leaning and visualizations (Nov. 18, 2022)
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Because Nevada is the only discordant state, we report it sepa-
rately, post-stratifying posteriors to match the state demograph-
ics and comparing it to a hypothetically “correct” forecast for
Nevada. The “wrong” forecast decreases positive emotions by
-0.54 [-0.70, -0.39] Likert points, increases negative emotions by
0.51 [0.38, 0.65], and makes people feel more surprised by 0.43
[0.11, 0.77]. It slightly decreases both cognitive (-0.28 [-0.38, -0.18])
and affective (-0.22 [-0.41, -0.03]) trust, making people think they
are more likely to vote (0.19 [-0.09, 0.46]) in the future. We do not
find any conclusive partisanship or visualization effects here.

Discussion
The differences in Democrats’ and Republicans’ feelings about the
two parties are likely caused by affective polarization [49, 81] and
distinct voting cultures [33]. People identifying as Republicans view
co-partisans positively, and people identifying as Democrats view op-
posing partisans negatively [50]. Also, Republicans’ trust seems more
influenced by visualization types, particularly 1-Dotplot. The observa-
tions that people are more surprised when a Democratic candidate is
predicted to win might be related to their expectations for the 2022
midterm elections. Similarly, if the differences in which of the two
parties are predicted to win can be further confirmed in future stud-
ies, we might need to consider asking people to register their favored
party before showing them election visualizations. Factors like this are
rooted deeply in U.S. society, inadvertently contributing to polariza-
tion and reinforcing partisan-motivated reasoning. This challenges the
objective interpretation of election forecast visualizations, as further
elaborated in our qualitative results below.

6 QUALITATIVE RESULTS

6.1 Analysis

We analyze the free-text responses to gain deeper insights into how
people perceive election forecast visualizations. We do not distinguish
whether participants respond to their states and analyze all 8,010 re-
sponses (≈115,000 words), consisting of 1,059 responses for each
open-ended question in wave 2 and 905 for each in wave 3 (see
Sec. 4.3; all are required). One coder started with open coding for each
question, grouped the codes into axes, merged similar axes [58], and
verified the code assignments, which were not mutually exclusive. As
model-based post-stratification is not feasible here, the results may be
skewed towards Democrats and the states with larger populations. We
report relevant codes below and provide our codebook in supplements.

6.2 Results

Trust and distrust in election forecast visualizations
In wave 2, we have responses expressing trust (440, 42%), distrust (289,
27%), hesitation to judge (115, 11%), and mixed feelings (181, 17%). In
wave 3, we have responses describing trust (609, 67%), distrust (135,
15%), hesitation to judge (37, 4%), and mixed feelings (95, 11%).

Pre-election trust (wave 2) The main reason for trusting a forecast
visualization is its alignment with pre-existing knowledge or beliefs
about election outcomes (263, 25%). Participants may not articulate a
specific reason but reveal a high propensity to trust (141, 13%) [72]
(e.g., “I assume its accurate”) or find visualizations understandable
(132, 12%). Other reasons to trust forecasts include using and aggregat-
ing polls (88, 8%), trustworthy sources (40, 4%), employing scientific
methods (60, 6%), and considering uncertainty (24, 2%).

Post-election trust (wave 3) All of the above reasons reappear but
diminish. The primary reason becomes the forecast matching election
results (343, 38%) and aligning with their expectations or pre-existing
knowledge (67, 7%). Participants may focus on the correct winner (62,
7%), the election result falling within the predicted range (67, 7%), or
both (6, <1%). Some people assess the most or second most likely out-
come (15, 2%), the probability of winning (8, <1%), and whether the
forecast contains the election outcome (7, <1%).
Pre-election distrust (wave 2) The main causes of distrust include
distrust in polls or poll sources (83, 8%), low trust propensity (73, 7%)
(e.g., “I don’t put too much faith in forecasts”), forecast complexity
or ambiguity (72, 7%), and disagreement with prior knowledge (71, 7%).
Participants may not trust the forecast source or overlook poll sources
(53, 5%) and feel a lack of method explanation or transparency (51, 5%).5
They may deem forecasting impossible (43, 4%), recall prior failures (27,
3%) or be concerned with uncertainty (27, 3%).
Post-election distrust (wave 3) All the above reasons for distrust
reoccur, with visual complexity or ambiguity becoming the main (69,
8%). Participants distrust forecasts due to wide outcome ranges (19, 2%),
deviation from election results (20, 2%), or the need for more elections
to build trust (15, 2%). Few consider forecasts incorrect (9, 2%) but it
may be easy to predict a red or blue state (14, 2%).
Discussion Trust in forecasts appears to be heavily influenced by
prior beliefs. When a forecast aligns with people’s pre-existing knowl-
edge and accurately predicts an outcome, it can improve their trust
and alleviate much of the distrust, with specific design choices being a
small portion, as observed for trust in machine learning [90]. One op-
portunity here might be to show multiple forecasts [75], but this must
be done carefully, considering the specific context and visual complex-
ity. Another opportunity may lie in designing post-election visualiza-
tions to explain how the outcome relates to the forecast. This communi-
cation of model calibration in comparison with forecasts is not typical
in uncertainty visualization (also see [7, 9]), but it may foster institu-
tional trust over time by appropriately acknowledging uncertainties.

Forecast visualizations & participation intentions
In wave 2, many participants think they would vote regardless or de-
cide based on other factors (302, 29%), and some contribute time and
funds irrespectively (33, 3%). Some do not care about election forecasts
(72, 7%) or feel the forecasts merely confirm prior knowledge (33, 3%).

Participants think the visualizations remind people to vote (123, 12%),
with uncertainty causing insecurity (112, 11%). They think pivotal votes
in close elections can motivate voting (191, 18%) [30], while decisive-
ness can suppress it (102, 10%) [19]. Seeing their candidates winning
may suppress (100, 9%) or encourage (74, 7%) voting, sometimes due
to bandwagon effects (18, 2%) [18]. Seeing their candidate losing may
suppress voting (61, 6%) or cause an underdog effect to encourage vot-
ing (92, 9%) [17]. Considering the consequences of the opposite party
winning may encourage voting (32, 3%). Emotions also play a role (109,
10%), with both positive and negative emotions potentially encourag-
ing (18, 2%; 22, 2%) or suppressing voting (17, 2%; 20, 2%).

In wave 3, all the above codes recur, and a similar portion (279, 31%)
insist forecast visualizations do not affect voting intentions. However,
positive (118, 13%) and negative (213, 24%) emotions become the main
drivers. Positive emotions may motivate future voting due to winning
reinforcement (57, 6%) or showing a payoff for voters’ efforts and un-
derscoring the importance of voting (59, 7%). Losing the election with
a narrower margin (79, 9%) can inspire hope for future wins and moti-
vates voting (26, 3%) [32]. Conversely, negative emotions like loss, re-
gret, and anger motivate voting (99, 11%) [81], while sadness, tiredness,
hopelessness, and disappointment discourage it (34, 4%) [85]. Also,
winning a large margin (54, 6%) and accurate forecasts (6, <1%) may
suppress people’s intentions to vote in the future [19, 86].

5Our partial mouse movement logs suggest that >60% of participants might not
have scrolled down to “How do we forecast the elections?” and “About us” on
the landing page (Fig. 4A), and >10% of participants might not have scrolled
down to see polls on state pages (Fig. 4B). Even if they did, they could distrust
out of unfamiliarity as we had no record of forecasting U.S. elections.

https://osf.io/ajq8f/?view_only=8b601cb6908444689f6200038a57a12b


Discussion These responses suggest a complex relationship between
viewing forecast visualizations and voting intentions, which extends
beyond what is currently observed in political science literature. Some
perceptions appear to be a result of understanding the uncertainty, but
more are closely related to the political context and media environ-
ment. This raises questions about the purpose of election forecast vi-
sualizations. Are they solely intended to convey an accurate predic-
tion with well-calibrated uncertainty, or do they have other commu-
nicative goals [63] that could lead to under- or over-reporting uncer-
tainty [35, 68] such as avoiding being “wrong” or raising voter aware-
ness? If these motivations exist, how do viewers perceive them? We
delve into these questions below.

Perceptions of forecasters' motivation
In wave 2, most participants consider the forecast website an infor-
mation source (1012, 95%), with some considering it a decision aid for
informed voting (17, 2%). They perceive the forecast website as unbi-
ased, accurate, or realistic (184, 17%), providing election information
(150, 14%), or compiling information (68, 6%).

Participants are aware this is a research study (129, 12%), thinking
the website is collecting data for a [non-]profit institution (58, 5%) or
conducting an observational study (60, 6%) without intervening in their
decisions. However, a small fraction thinks the forecast visualization
is fake or feels manipulated (7, <1%). Some think the website can have
broader impacts (234, 22%) or express concerns about the impacts (30,
3%). Positively, participants think the website targets voters (53, 5%) and
can influence voting (without propaganda) (97, 9%), encourage voting
(94, 9%), educate people (59, 6%), and raise voters’ awareness (26, 2%).

A substantial fraction thinks the motivation behind the website is
immoral (103, 10%). It may have a political agenda, made to influence
voting or persuade people to vote for a particular party (46, 4%), get
profit/traffic/newsworthiness (22, 2%), suppress voting (14, 1%), show
support for a party (6, <1%), be biased (13, 1%) or manipulative (7, 1%).

Discussion Recall that we attempted to resemble a professionally-
produced forecast website and “accurately” visualize the uncertainty.
However, it becomes apparent that many people interpret our inten-
tions in ways that go beyond these goals, potentially reflecting back on
their reaction to the forecast visualizations presented. While these mis-
perceptions are understandable in a political context, they also high-
light the importance of examining how forecast visualizations are in-
terpreted by participants to seek solutions for misperceptions. To un-
derstand these, we analyze the qualitative differences in visualizations
and their potential impacts on viewers’ perceptions below.

Qualitative differences in visualizations

Participants' impression 2-Dotplot and 2-Interval receive fewer pos-
itive impressions than 1-Dotplot and Plinko (e.g., 23/259 cf. 64/278), but
the former two have more participants describing takeaways from the
forecasts (e.g., 97/259 cf. 66/264) and referring to prior knowledge (e.g.,
56/259 cf. 37/264). 2-Dotplot seems the most confusing, with the fewest
responses about clarity (173/259 cf. 220/278 to 214/278 in wave 2; 181/226
cf. 190/228 to 204/224 in wave 3).

Trust 1-Dotplot is less associated with trust propensity (e.g., 25/264 cf.
41/258) but more with prior knowledge or belief (e.g., 84/264 cf. 54/278
in wave 2; 21/228 cf. 6/226 in wave 3). 1-Dotplot and 2-Dotplot are less
associated with forecast accuracy (e.g., 70/228 cf. 84/224). Plinko renders
a sense of being unscientific, random, or irrelevant to elections (32/278
in wave 2; 13/224 in wave 3), which appears to undermine trust.

Participation intention 2-Dotplot is perceived as a reminder to vote
more than others (40/259 cf. 26/278 to 25/258). 2-Interval has fewer under-
dog (15/258 cf. 26/278 to 27/264) but more pivotality responses (76/258 cf.
30/264 to 52/259). 1-Dotplot and Plinko have more responses of voting
regardless (54/258 to 62/278 cf. 41/259 to 42/264).

Forecasters'motivation Plinko receives more responses about enter-
tainment (e.g., 18/278 cf. 0) and uncertainty (e.g., 26/278 cf. 4/264 to 11/258)
but fewer about forecast accuracy (24/278 cf. 43/259 to 60/264). 2-Interval
has the most responses about informing the public (166/258 cf. 144/278
to 151/264). 1-Dotplot (33/264) and 2-Dotplot (31/259) have more responses
about immoral purposes (cf. 14/278 to 19/258).

Discussion The four visualization designs generate qualitative dif-
ferences in how people relate the information to prior beliefs. Factors
such as the clarity of a design, the presence of two distributions, and
even confusion can all be interpreted as part of propaganda [63]. While
we do not systematically assess design variables in this study, it is
suggested that showing one or two distributions might be interpreted
differently, with two distributions potentially being perceived as in-
dicating a closer election and therefore encouraging people to vote.
Interestingly, confusion caused by 2-Dotplot seems to lead to smaller
differences among different party identities in our quantitative results.
In contrast, a comprehensible visualization with a concrete represen-
tation, such as 1-Dotplot, appears to worsen polarization by causing
people to connect the information more strongly to their prior beliefs.

7 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We contribute empirical knowledge on election forecast visualizations,
spanning the fields of uncertainty visualization, political communica-
tion, journalism, affect, and trust. We recognize that readers might feel
overwhelmed at this point, as are we. While the extant literature in
uncertainty visualization inspired this study and guided us throughout
the visualization design and longitudinal experiment, it appears insuf-
ficient to explain everything we observed. The real-world environment
is much more complex than a typical controlled experiment, generat-
ing results that we normally could not observe, and a single study is
insufficient to answer all questions about election forecast visualiza-
tions. One highlight is that the interactions with partisanship seem to
violate our assumptions about how people interpret visualizations. We
do not know if these findings are generalizable to other U.S. elections.
Given such complexity, we deliberately chose not to offer explicit rec-
ommendations, with the aim to provoke thought and discussion.

There are other imperfections in this study, some of which are re-
lated to ethics. For example, we had hoped that more of our “close”
forecasts would go one way or the other, resulting in several states with
“wrong” forecasts to compare against those with “correct” forecasts,
but this happened in only one state. In the future, should we instead try
to adjust forecasts to make it more likely get different outcomes to hap-
pen in experiments (e.g., for forecasts close to 50%, we could nudge
it to the other side of 50% for half of the participants)? Would it be
ethical? We designed visualizations and annotations to the best of our
ability within the real-world timeline, and calibrated the model to the
best of our ability, although we may not have collected the most use-
ful data if we had known the future. Also, the post-stratified estimates
may not perfectly represent the U.S. general public, as selection, at-
trition, and response biases likely occur. In fact, our sample appears
to be far more politically active than the general turn-out in the 2022
U.S. midterm elections (77% vs. 46%) [14]. Our study is tailored to the
U.S. elections, but different countries have different electorate systems
and political environments, where our findings may not generalize. In
the U.S., governor elections typically receive less attention than con-
gressional races, particularly presidential elections, which may lead to
different results. We hope that our findings and insights can lay the
groundwork for similar studies during the 2024 U.S. general election.

Highlighted findings

Election forecast visualizations can change emotions and enhance
people’s trust in forecasts, slightly affecting perceptions and inten-
tions for participating in elections;
The differences in forecast visualizations are small but substantial,
and they interact with the effects of the predicted winning party;
2-Interval generally has the strongest effects, especially when a
Republican candidate is predicted to win, and 1-Dotplot can create
large differences between individuals of different party identities;
When a forecast aligns with a person’s prior belief and accurately
predicts an outcome, it can largely improve trust and alleviate
much of the distrust;
There is a misalignment between forecasters’ (designers’) motiva-
tions and viewers’ perceptions of those motivations, with forecasts
and design choices potentially being linked to prior beliefs and in-
terpreted through a political lens.
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